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BIO ETHENOL RANGE 2020

Freestanding
Every home deserves a Henley, and our new range of bioethanol fires
is the perfect option. Henley Bioethanol fires are perfect as it adds a
lavish look to your room. With its simplistic flueless installation there is
no need for any chimney or flue pipes. It is the cleanest and one of the
most environmentally friendly forms of heating with no soot, dirt or ash.

What are Bioethanol Fires?
It is a fire fuelled by an environmentally friendly and sustainable liquid fuel that is created
from plant extracts. There is no chimney or flue system required as this fire does not
produce any smoke, ash or dust so they are much cleaner and more efficient with no loss
of heat. Bioethanol fuelled fireplaces are a perfect alternative to a conventional gas. wood
or multifuel fire.

What are The Benefits?
- Ease of Installation
- No Chimney or flue system required
- 100% Energy Efficiency
- Envioronmentally Friendly
- Easy to Use & Maintain
- Focal point to your rooom
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BIO-NX-008-BK

Freestanding

Berlin
Whether you would like to create a new
impressive centrepiece in your home or
replace your current wood-burner, our
bioethanol stove will bring the glowing
atmosphere of a real open fire without
any hassle, smoke or ashes.
The Berlin can be positioned anywhere
in your room against a flat wall as a
freestanding unit and used with or
without the pipe. When lit, the stove
should be moved at least 3 cm away
from the wall.
The Berlin stove is cylindrical in design
with a three panelled glass exterior
enabling you to enjoy the dancing
flame from different angles.
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Freestanding

Madrid
BIO-NX-5005 -BK
The Boston comes in a black
graphite satin finish and will bring
warmth and character to any
space.
Curved design features make this
model modern yet classic, making
it suitable for all customer tastes
whether it is a contemporary
interior in a new build home or a
cottage-style room with a modern
twist.
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Freestanding

Paris
BIO-NX006 -WH | -SL
Every home deserves a Henley, and
with a new range our bioethanol fires
could be the perfect option. Henley
Bioethanol fires are ideal if you want to
add a fire to your home, being easy to
install, maintain and use.
The Paris combines swanky style with
the simplicity of bio-ethanol to create
an impressive wood burner style bio
ethanol stove.
The Paris is perfect for the modern-day
home as no chimney or flue is required
and it can simply be installed in any
room and even the garden with very
little installation cost whilst still proving
an eye-catching centre piece. This
model is available in both black & white.
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Freestanding

Vienna
BIO-NX1001 -WH | -BK
The Vienna is the largest bio-ethanol
unit we carry in the Henley line. Extra
protective glass feature available
The Vienna combines contemporary
sleek style with the simplicity of bioethanol to create an impressive wood
burner style bio ethanol stove.
The Vienna is perfect for the modern
day home as no chimney or flue
is required and it can simply be
installed in any room with very little
installation cost whilst still proving an
eye catching centre piece.
The Vienna can produce up to 2kW of
heat and a stunning real flame which
is simple to regulate and extinguish
at any time. This model is available in
both black & white.
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BIO-OPTIMYST-WH

Freestanding

Optimyst
The Optimyst is one of the most modern
models in the Henley bio-stove range,
boasting a sleek white finish and a
brushed steel burner which makes the
Optimyst a quality fire.
This freestanding unit can be used as a
standalone burner or combined with a
fireplace for a unique focal point.
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BIO-AF-13008

Wall Mounted

Hamburg
The Hamburg has a sleek contemporary
design that will make a statement in
any room and allows it to work with any
décor. The dancing flames you will have
will create a warm, mellow, luxurious
atmosphere.
It will create a focal point of distinction
in your living room, bedroom, family
room, dining room… anywhere you wish
to enjoy a fire.
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Wall Mounted

London
BIO-720
The London model adds style and
elegance to any room coupled with
practical space saving ability.
A popular choice for homes with
smaller spacing or those who just
prefer simplicity. Designed with a
double burner
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BIO-OSLO-900 -WH | -BK

Wall Mounted

Oslo
The Oslo is a humble framed wall mounted
contemporary fireplace which is ideal for
compact snug rooms.
It is composed of a stylish white frame,
double burner and a protective tempered
glass base that makes an astonishingly bold
statement.
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Ceiling Mounted

Budapest
BIO-NX-4005 -WH | -SL
The Budapest model is built to naturally
be mounted from the ceiling. Available
in both white and silver, this stove is the
epitome of contemporary elegance.
By using the ceiling to mount the fireplace,
you get the feeling of a bio fireplace that
floats in mid-air – an eye-catching sight that
will create a unique feeling in every room.
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BIO-NX-4001-BK

Ceiling Mounted

Milan
The Milan is both graceful and unique,
designed to be mounted on the
ceiling. With its state of the art and
eye-catching design, this bio fireplace
is exclusive and will naturally fall into its
surroundings.
Since this fireplace is open, the joy of
the beautiful flames can be maximized
from both sides.
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BIO-NX5008-BK

Freestanding

Boston
The Boston comes in a black graphite
satin finish and will bring warmth
and character to any space.
Curved design features make this
model modern yet classic, making
it suitable for all customer tastes
whether it is a contemporary interior
in a new build home or a cottagestyle room with a modern twist.
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Compact Bio

Henley Classic

Hazelwood
BIO NX-1077
The Hazelwood Compact Bio is a stylish
and contemporary take on classic
wood-burning stoves without the
need for a chimney, flue, installation or
maintenance.
This fireplace is available in a black
satin graphite finish and will bring
character and warmth to any home,
whether you prefer a more traditional or
contemporary interior design.
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Henley Classic

Dalewood

Landscape Bio
BIO NX-1074
The Dalewood Landscape Bio is the
perfect solution for bringing the magic of
a traditional wood burner into your home
without the need for a chimney or flue.
With a sleek body and large viewing
window, this model allows your chosen
room to be flooded with ambient light
from the dancing flames.
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Technical Information

Technical Information

FREESTANDING

CEILING MOUNTED

NAME

CODE

FINISH

HEIGHT

WIDTH

DEPTH

NAME

Code

FINISH

HEIGHT

WIDTH

DEPTH

Berlin

BIO-NX-008-BK

Matt Black

960 mm

Ø 424 mm

Ø 424 mm

Milan

BIO-NX-4001-BK

Black

1,905 mm

600 mm

400 mm

Boston

BIO-NX5008-BK

Matt Black

610 mm

480 mm

300 mm

BIO-NX-4005-WH

White

1,875 mm

1,120 mm

400 mm

Madrid

BIO-NX-5005-WH

Matt Black

973 mm

600 mm

350 mm

BIO-NX-4005-BK

Silver

1,875 mm

1,120 mm

400 mm

BIO-NX1001-BK

Matt Black

950 mm

440 mm

440 mm

BIO-NX1001-WH

White

950 mm

440 mm

440 mm

BIO-NX1001-BK

Black

1,500 mm

400 mm

400 mm

NAME

Code

FINISH

HEIGHT

WIDTH

DEPTH

BIO-NX1001-WH

White

1,500 mm

400 mm

400 mm

Fire Grate

BIO-TF-13006-BK

Matt Black

145 mm

530 mm

290 mm

BIO-OPTIMYST-WH

Matt Black

454 mm

1,300 mm

350 mm

Fire Tray

BIO-TF-13007-BK

Matt Black

120 mm

470 mm

300 mm

Burner 600

BIO-F2018-600-BK

Stainless Steel

130 mm

600 mm

160 mm

Burner 1000

BIO-F2018-1000

Stainless Steel

130 mm

1000 mm

160 mm

Paris

Vienna
Optimyst

WALL MOUNTED
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WIDTH

GRATE / BURNER

NAME

CODE

FINISH

Create

BIO-AF-13014

Matt Black

Hamburg

BIO-AF-13008

Matt Black

600 mm

600 mm

170 mm

NAME

Code

FINISH

HEIGHT

WIDTH

DEPTH

London

BIO-720

Matt Black

760 mm

1180 mm

250 mm

Hazelwood Compact Bio

BIONX-1077

Matt Black

500 mm

420 mm

335 mm

BIO-OSLO-90 BLACK

Matt Black

500 mm

900 mm

160 mm

Dalewood Landscape Bio

BIONX-1074

Matt Black

620 mm

550 mm

335 mm

BIO-OSLO-900 WHITE

White

500 mm

900 mm

160 mm

Hazelwood Double Sided Bio

BIONX-1082

Matt Black

530 mm

465 mm

500 mm

Oslo

HEIGHT

Budapest

DEPTH

HENLEY CLASSIC
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address: Curraheen, Tralee, Co. Kerry, Ireland
Dublin Warehouse: 2 Cloverhill, Industrial Estate, Clondalkin, Dublin 22
w: www.henleystoves.com e: info@henleystoves.com
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